Continuous wavelet transform of aortic pressure oscillations in anesthetized dogs: effects of 45 degrees tilting.
The time-frequency analysis of signals by means of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was applied to blood pressure oscillations recorded from the aorta of anesthetized dogs. This method yielded two and three-dimensional representations of either the module or phase in function of time, in contrast with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) which gives the spectrum in the frequency domain. From the CWT of arterial pressure oscillations we obtained visual information on aortic valves closure, heart rate, respiratory rate and smooth muscle contractions in arterial and arteriolar walls (very low frequency component). The objective of this study was to analyze the frequency-time behavior in two and three-dimensional cardiovascular changes during 45 degrees head-up and head-down tilts, compared with zero degree supine position. In eight pentobarbitone anesthetized dogs, the postural changes were repeated for more than ten times in each one. Heart rate variability was derived by applying a new mathematical procedure. We utilized the pronounced changes of heart rate during each respiratory cycle (inspiratory tachycardia and expiratory bradycardia) to establish a correlation with the arterial pressure fluctuations during normal and tilting conditions. Significant differences in heart rate were observed between the 45 degrees head-up and head-down tilts, compared with the supine position. The results show that anesthetized dogs might constitute an appropriate model where to study orthostatic hypotension and microgravity blood shifts.